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1 Introduction
Many current economic issues beg a rigorous and coherent explanation from the perspective of a dynamic context. For example, innovation and education are today central
to theories of economic growth. Industrial innovation is regarded as one of the engines
of economic growth, and is promoted by accumulations of human capital. These issues
should be dealt with within a dynamic framework with a long-term horizon rather than
a static system with a short time horizon. Since seminal papers by Ramsey(1928), there
has been much written about the characterizations of optimal growth paths or equilibrium
growth paths, there remain a lot of unanswered questions concerning the existence of optimal growth paths or equilibrium growth paths within a rigorous framework( see Brock
and Haurie(1976), Chichilnisky(1981), and Montrucchio(1995)). Arguments regarding these
issues motivate the systematic investigation of either infinite sequences of states within the
discrete-time framework, or of continuous time-paths of states in a continuous-time context.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a general mathematical framework in a unified and
self-contained way that can be applied to a wide variety of dynamic economic models and
to consider the existence problem of solutions in a deterministic economic growth context.

2 Existence Problem in a General Context
In the following development, we suppose that X is a function space and J:X -> R.
Also, in order to simplify the notation, we write (x(t)) for x(t) : [O,oo) - R". In the
first part of this chapter, we consider the existence of solutions for a class of the following

problems.

maximize J[(x(t))]
subject to
(x(t)) E X, x(O) == (I}o == given.

As noticed for the above formulation, the existence of solutions depends on how X and
J:X - R are specified.
In this section, we consider the existence of solutions in a class of dynamic economic
models. As is well known, if X is a compact set and the functional J:X - R is continuous,
there exists an optimal solution.

We introduce some important theorems:

Theorem 1 : Suppose that X is a compact set in a metric space and J(x):X - R is a
continuoiLs mapping. Then

(l) J(x)isboiLndedonX;
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(2) J(x)attainstheszepremiLmandinfimumonX.
Proof: Since J(X) is a compact set, it is bounded. Therefore, for J(x), there exist the
supremum and infimum on (X). Also since J(X) is closed, it contains the supremum and
the infimum.

Q. E. D.
We proceed to introduce the weaker concept of continuity.

Definition 1 : We suppose that W is a normed space and f:W --> R. if one of the
following conditions is satisfied, f:W . R is said to be upper semicontinuoiLs.

(1) ForanyxoEWandforanyE>O, thereexists6>Osuchthat
ilx-xoll<6, xEW => f(x)-f(xo)<e.
(2) For any xo E W and for any seqiLence (x.) ofW converging to xo,

Xn.Xo => liM SUP f(Xn) S f(Xo)•
n- oo
(3) For any ctz E R, {x1xE W, f(x) lil cy} is aclosed set.

We may state the following important theorem:

Theorem 2 : SiLppose that X is a compact set in a metric space. Then, if J:X - R is
zLpper semicontiniLoiLs, J[x] attains the szLpremum.

Proof: For any aE R, we define as follows:

Ea = {x1xE X, J[x] < a}.
Since J:X . R is upper semicontinuous, E. is an open set in X. Also, since X = UaEREa
and X is a compact set, there exists a finite open covering of X {Ea,,Ea,,•••,Eam}• That
is,

X = U;,.IEai•
Next, define a == max{ai,a2,••-,am}. Then, for any x E X,

J[x] < a.
'I)herefore there exists c =sup{.T[x]lx E X}. Suppose that there exists no hi E X such that
J[th] == cE R. Then,

x = u.cx'=i {xlxE x, tJ[x] <c- ilii}
Since X is a compact set, there exists a finite open covering such that

x = ug•.,,i {x1xE x, J[x] <c- Elil. }•
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Define as follows:

a= max {c- sti,c- sls,''',c- ili}'
Then, for any xE X,
f(x) < 6.

Thus
c = sup{f(x)lx E X} S a.
Also, 6 = max {e - ilr,•••,e - ili} < c. This is a contradiction.

Q. E. D.
Now, X is not always compact. We consider the following example such that X is not
a compact set. We suppose that X is the set of all functions (x(t)) satisfying the following
conditions.

(1) (x(t))iscontinuousover[O,1].

(2) x(O)=O,x(1)=1.
(3) m,axlf(t)lSi.
Also, we consider the following functional:

J[(x(t))] - - f,ix(t)2dt.

Now, suppose that x(t) = t". Then,

1

J[(t")] = -2. + 1'
Also

sup Jl(x(t))]-=O.
(x(t))EX
By the way, for any (x(t)) E X,

J[(x(t))] < O.
Therefore, the supremum is not attained.

In order to deal with the case where X is not compact, we need some concepts.We
introduce a number of concepts and theorems. We suppose that M, S are normed spaces.
Also, we denote the set of all linear continuous mappings from M to S by B(M, S). We
state the following theorem:

Lemma 1 : SiLppose that M is a normed space and S is Banach space. Then, B(M, S) is
a Banach space.
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Proof: We prove the completeness. Suppose that (T.) is a Cauchy sequence of B(M, S),
VE > O, ]n(s) E IV, Vn,m 21 n(s):

ITn - Tml < e•

Then, for any x, lim T.x= Tx. Furthermore
n- oo

ITXhTnxl II{l ITx-TmXl+ITmx-TnXl
-K ITx-Tm`vl+ITm-Tnllxl•
Here, letting m - oo, the right-hand side tends to O. Therefore,

IT - Tnl -' O•

Q. E. D.
Thus we may have the following result.

Corollary 1 : Suppose that M is a normed space. Then, B(M, R) is a Banaeh space.

Definition2 : We suppose that M is a normed space. B(M,R) = M' is called the
conl'ugate space of M.

Definition 3 A Banach space M is said to be reflexive if M =: (M')*.
We may state the folowing fact.

Theorem 3 : Given a Banach space M, the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) ABanachspaceMisreflexive;
(2) Any boiLnded closed convex set of M is compact in the sense of weak topology.

Definition 4 : We suppose that xo is an element of a Banach space M andg E M'. Also,
we define a neighborhood of xoas follows:

B(xo;s;g) = {x 1x E M, lg(x - xo)1 < E}.
The topology introduced by this specification in E is called a weak topology.

Theorem 4 : Suppose that M is a Banach space and the above weak topology is introduced
in M. Then, a sequence (x.) of M converges to xo in the sense of weak topology of and only
of for any g E M",

n-oo => g(Xn)-9(Xo)•
Now, suppose that for a sequence (x.) of a Banach space M,

n-oo i Xn-Xo•
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Then for any g E M',

lg(xn) - g(xo)1

= lg(xn-xo)1
illi llgllllvn-gcoll•
Therefore, if a sequence (x.) in a Banach space converges to xo in an ordinary sense, by
the above theorem, (x.) converges to xo in the sense of weak topology. The converse does
not always hold. We may state the folowing facts.
Lemma 2 : Given a Banach space M, the folloiving conditions are eqzeivalent.

(1) ABanachspaceMisreflexive;
(2) Any bounded closed convex set of M is compact in the sense of weak topology.
A set M is said to be weakly compact if it is compact in the sense of weak topology.

Lemma 3 : Suppose that X is a convex set in a Banach space. Then, X is a closed set in
the sense of the norm of and only if it is a closed set in the sense of weak topology.
Proof: rllrrivilally, if X is a closed set in the sense of weak topology, it is a closed set in the

sense ofthe norm. Suppose that X is closed in the sense ofthe norm. Also, suppose that
(x.) is a sequence of X which converges to x in the sense of weak topology. Suppose that
x Åë X. By the separation theorem, there exists a linear continuous mapping g E X' such
that

g(x) < inf{g(y)ly E X}.
Define as follows:

m - inf{f(y)ly E X}.
Then g(x) < m S g(x.). Here
g(xn) - g(x).
Therefore, g(x) < m ;S g(x). This is a contradiction. Thus, x E X. Therefore, X is a
closed set in the sense of weak topology.

Q. E. D.
Lemma 4 :Suppose X is closed and convex in a Banach space and J:X - R is a concave
fiLnction. Then, J:X - R is iLpper semicontinuous in the sense of the ordinary norm of
and only if it is upper semicontinuo?Ls in the sense of weak topology.

Proof: For any cE R, the following set is convex.

E. == {x lx E X, f(x) llll c}•
By Lemma 3, E. is closed in the sense of weak topology if and only if E. is closed in the

norm.

Q. E. D.
We may state the following important result.
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Theorem 5 : Suppose that X is a' compact convex set in the sense of weak topology in
Banach space. Also, siLppose that J:X - [-oo,oo) satisfies the following conditions.

(1) ]xoEX:,J[xol>-oo,
(2) J:X-[-oo,oo)iseoncave.
(3) J:X-[-oo,oo)isuppersemicontinuous.
Then there exists al E X such that f(hi) = max f(x).

xEX•
Proof: By condition (1), there exists a E R such that

A= {xlxE X, J(x) ll a} ii! ip•
Since J:X - RU{-oo} is upper semicontinuous, A is closed and convex in X. Thus, A
is a compact convex set in the sense of weak topology. Also, since J:X - RU{-oo} is
an upper semicontinuous function, by Lemma 4, it is an upper semicontinuous function in
the sense of weak topology. Therefore, given a weak topology, we can apply theorem 2 to
this proof.

Q. E. D.

2.1 Existence Problem in a Class of Continuous-Time Economic
Models
In this section, we make use ofthe argument of Montrucchio(1995) to show the existence
of optimal economic growth path. In order to proceed, we need some concepts and results.

Definition 5 : g:9-RU{-oo} is said to be cv - concave if
(1) g(x)+5culx12 is concave on S2, that is, for any x,yE Sr2 andfor anyeE [O,1],

g(ex + (1 - e)y) + ior"ex + (1 - o)y"2

;iii eg(x)+(i-e)g(y)+3ore"xll2+ia(i-e)tly"2
where ll•11 is a norm in S-2.

We may state the following:

Lemma 5 : g:st -RU{-oo} is or concave on st if and only iffor x,yE st and for any
eE (o, 1),

g(ex + (i - e)y) l eg(x) + (i - o)g(y) + 3ore(i - e)"x - y"2.

Proof: In the following development, we denote the inner product between a and b by
(a, b).

ellxl12 + (1 - e)11yl12 - 11ex + (1 - e)y"2

- e(x,x)+(1-e)(y,y)-(ex+(1-e)y, ex+(1-e)y)
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== e(x,x)+(1-e)(y,y)-e2(x,x)-(1-e)2(y,y)-2e(1-e)(x,y)
== e(1-e)(x,x)+(1-e)e(y,y)-2e(1-e)(x,y)
= e(1-e){(x,x)+(y,y)-2(x,y)}

= 0(1-e)(x-y,x-y)
= e(1-e)11x-yll2.

Q. E. D.
Lemma 6 : Suppose that g:st - RU{-oo} satisfies the following eonditions:

(1) g:st.RU{-oo} is or concave, wherea>O;
(2) g:st---+RU{-oo}isiLppersemicontiniLous.
Suppose that there exists xo G S-2 szLch that g(xo) > O. Then the following set is bounded in

a sense of norm in Hilbert space.

T(g(xo)) = {x 1 x G SHZ, g(x) 21 g(xo)}.
FiLrthermore, supg(x) < oo.

xES)
Proof: Since there exists xo E SnZ such that g(xo) > O and g:S) - RU{-oo} is an upper
semicontinuous,

Vs > O, ]6 > O:
11v- `xoll $6, `c Ei S-2 => g(x)-g(xo) <E.

' 6o > O such that
Let eo > O be given. Then there exists
llx - cco11 iS 6o, x E S-2 => g(x) < g(xo) + eo.

Here we set g(xo) + eo = M > 0.
Now suppose that T(g(xo)) is not bounded. Then there exists a sequence (x.) such that
xn E T(g(xo)), xn l xo, 11xnll --> oo (n - oo), 11xn - xoll > 6o•

Define

6o
Zn = CYnXn + (1 - Ctzn)Xo•
orn
=
11xn m xoll'

Then

6o

Zn - XO = Ctzn(Xn - XO)
(Xn '=Xo)•

11xn - xoll

Thus
R2fn - xoU = 6o•
Since g:st -> RU{-oo} is cu concave, by Lemma 5,

g(Zn)

= g(ornxn+(1-an)xo)
) dvng(xn)+(1-an)g(xo)+Saan(1-(Mn)llxn-xol12
k g(Xo)+Sororn(1-orn)11xn-xol12•
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Since 11z. - xoll = 6o, g(z.) < M. Therefore

M > g(xo)+icucvn(1-an)llxn-xoll2
: 9(CCo) + ll (]M llx. 6-t xo" {1 - "x. 6-t xolt } ilx" - xoll2

1
= g(`ico)+l}ai6o{11cn-xoll-6o}.
Also, 11x. - xoll - oo (n --> oo). This is a contradiction. Therefore T(g(xo)) is bounded,
that is, ]y > O, Vx E T(g(xo)):

11xll < y•

Next, weprovethat sup g(x)<+oo.Thefollowingfactistrivial.
xEOmega

supg(x)= sup g(x).
xES-) xET(g(xo))
If llx - xoll $ 6o, x E st, g(x) < M. Thus consider x E T(g(xo)) such that

11x - xoll > (So•
Define n by

6o

n == llx - xoll'
Since g:st - RU{-oo} is cM concave,
g(nx + (1 - ep)xo) l ng(x) + (1 - n)g(xo) + ictzn(1 - n)llx - xol12•

Hence,

g(x) S n-ig(nx+(1-n)xo)-n-'(1-op)g(xo)-gor(1-n)11x-xoll2
$ n-'g(opx+(1-n)xo)•
Also

nx + (1 -- n)xo - xo

6o
(x - Xo)•
= n(x-xo)==
llr- co11

Therefore

llnx + (1 - op)xo - xoll = 6o•

Hence

11`c - scoll
llxoll + y

g(x)S 6, MS 6, M•

Thus since g(x) is bounded from above, there exists supg(x).

xES-)
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Q. E. D.
Lemma 7 : SiLppose that st andg:st - RU{-oo} satisfy the following conditions:
(1) st is closed and convex in a Hilbert space.

(2) g:st-RU{-oo}isaconcave(cte>O).
(3) g:st-RU{-oo}isuppersemicontiniLoiLs.
(4) thereexistsxoszechthatg(xo)>O.
Then, there exists a 2Lnique x' E S) siLch that

Vx E S): g(x*) ll g(x).
Proof: For xo such that g(xo) > O, T(g(xo)) = {x lx E S), g(x) il g(xo)} is bounded.
Since g:9 - RU{-oo} is upper semicontinuous, T(g(xo)) is a closed set. Also, g:9 .
R U {-oo} is concave. Therefore, T(g(xo)) is convex. Since reflexivity is guaranteed in a
IIilbert space, T(g(xo)) is weakly compact. Therefore, by Theorem 5, there exists x' E st
such that

Vx E S): g(x*) Il g(x)•
Uniqueness is guaranteed by the strict concavity of g: st - R U {-oo}.

Q. E. D.
Lemma 8 : We szeppose thatg:st - RU{-oo} is cyconcave. VVe consider x' E st such
that for any x E SH2,

g(x") l g(x).
Then

Vx E S-2: g(x) :;I g(x') - 3cMllx - x*ll2.

Proof: Since g:st . RU{-oo} is cM concave, for any x E S) and for any e E [O, 1],

g(ex' + (i - e)x) 4 eg(x*) + (i - e)g(x) + 3ae(i - e)"x* - x"2.
Since g(x*) }l g(x) for any x E S-2,

(1 - e)g(x*) l (1 - o)g(x) + gcife(1 -- e)"x* - x"2.
Also for e E [O, 1),

g(x*) Z g({z) + ll cvellx* - x"2.
Therefore,

g(x*) 2:i g(x) + Scyllx' - xll2.

Q. E. D.
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We proceed to deal with the following problem:

maximize T((k(t))) = f,OOv(k(t),k(t))pa(dt)

subject
(1) (k(t),k(t)) E X for almost every t, k(O) == ko;

(2) k(t): R+ ---> R", k(t): R+ - R" are measurable functions.
We introduce the following assumptions.

(A.1) Xisclosedandconvex.

(A.2) v:X-RU{-oo}isuppersemicontinuous.
(A.3) ]or>O,6>O:v(k,z)+ictzlkl2+g61zl2isaconcavefunction.
Now, we may state the following important theorem:
Theorem 6 : For any ko E K, there exists a unique optimal economic growth path (k"(t))
fro7n ko. Also

f,OOlk*(t)12pa(dt)<+oo, f,OOIk*(t)I2pa(dt)<+oo.
Proof: Since v(k,z) is an upper semicontinuous function on X and a concave function,
there exists (k',z') such that

V(k, z) E X : v(k', z') 21 v(k, z).

Also, since v(k,z) is cv concave with respect to k and 5 concave with respect to z, for any

(k,z) E X,
v(k, z) K- v(k', z*) - icyllk - k'll2 - 3611z - z""2.
Therefore, for any feasible economic growth path (k(t)),
f, OO e-ptv(k (t), k (t))pa(dt)

$ f,OOe-P`v(k',z*)pa(dt)-;af,OOe-P`11k(t)-k*II2pa(dt)
-56 f,OO e-pt"k(t) - z* ll2pa(dt).

Now, suppose that f,OOe-P`11k(t)Il2pa(dt) == +oo or f,OOenePtllk(t)11pa(dt) = +oo. Then,
foOO e'P`v(k(t),k(t))pa(dt) = -oo. Thus, (ic(t)) is not an optimal economic growth path•
Therefore, we can make a restriction to the set of feasible growth paths. We denote LZ for
the Hilbert space of all functions (k(t)) such that
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(1) k(t):R+-Rnisameasurablefunction;
(2) f,OOllk(t)ll2pa(dt)<oo.

Now we extend v(k,z): X . R as follows:

v'(k•z)={Y(k'Z' [E2;:lEll.

maximize T((k(t)),(z(t))) = f,OOe-P`v*(k(t),z(t))pa(dt)

subject
(k(t)), (z(t))) E H c LZ Å~ LZ,
where we denote H for the convex set of all (k(t)),(z(t))) in LZ Å~ LZ such that

k(t) = leo + fotz(7)dT (for almost every tE R+).

Here fo`z(7)dT = (fotzi(T)dT,•••,fotz.(T)d7)
Now since T((k(t)),(z(t))) is bounded from above by v(k',z')p-', T((k(t)),(z(t))) is
well--defined. Also, since v(k,z) S v(k*,z'), by Fatou's lemma, if

(k(n)(t)),(z(n)(t)) . (k(t)),(2(t)),

f,Te-P`v'(k(t),2(t))JLe(dt) 21 f,OOIi.m sup e-P`v'((k(")(t)),(z(")(t)))IL(dt)

l li.m sup f,OOe-Ptv*(k(")(t),z(")(t))pa(dt)

= lim sup T((k(n)(t)),(z(n)(t))).

n
Therefore, T((k(t)),(z(t))) is upper semicontinuous over LZ Å~ LZ. Furthermore, the following function is concave over LZ Å~ LZ.
T((k(t)), (z(t))) + 5cull(k(t))113 + S611(z(t))113.

Here, ll(v(t))ll3 - f,OO IIv(t)112pa(dt).

Now, we show that H is closed. We suppose that ((k(")(t)),(z(n)(t))) E H and

(k(n)(t)) - (k(t)), (z(n)(t)) - (2(t)).
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For any tE R+,
f,OO 12(T) - z(")(•r)12 ,tL(dT)

;l f,t12(T)-z(n)(T)l2Ii(d7-).

Thus, as (z(")(t)) - (2(t)), the following expression tends to O.

f,t12(T) - z(")(7)l2dT.

Therefore, (z(")(t)) converges to (2(t)) in Hilbert space L2(O,t). Thus,

f,tZ(n)(')d' - fo`2(')d"
Hence

k(n)(t) = jlco + f,tz(n)(T) dT - ko + fo`2(T) d7i

Also, since (k(n)(t)) - (k(t)) in LZ, there exists a subsequence such that (k"`(t)) ->
(k(t)) (pa,a,e,t) . Therefore

k(t)=ko+fo`2(T)dT (foralmosteverytER+).
Q. E. D.

3 ExistenceProbleminaDiscrete-TimeEconomicModel
3.1 PreliminaryResults
We define some concepts.
Definition 6 : A correspondence T:X - Y is said to be lower hemi-continuoiLs at x E X
if

(1) T(x)isnonemptyi
(2) VY E T(X), V(Xn) With Xn - X, iN lll 1, ](Yn) With Yn -Y:

(Yn) E T(Xn) (n Z N)•
Definition 7 : Suppose that for any x E S, T(x) is compact. A correspondence T:X . Y
is said to'

be upper henzi-continuous at x E X of

(1) T(x)isnone7npty;
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(2) V(xn) with Xn - X, V(Yn) SatiSfYin9 (Yn) E T(Xn) ](Yni):

.lim y., E T(x)
t--- oo
where (y.,) is a subseqiLence of (y.).

Definition 8 : (1? A correspondence T:X - Y is said to be continuous at x E X if it is
lower hemi-continiLous and upper hemi-continuoiLs.
(2? A eorrespondence T:X - Y is said to be continuoiLs of it is lower hemi-continuous
and upper hemi-continuoiLs at every x E X.
In order to obtain the main theorem, we show some theorems.

Theorem 7 : Let B(S) be the set of all bounded continuous functions f:S . R, with the
sup norm. Then, B(S) is a complete normed space.
Proof We prove only the completeness of B(S). Suppose that (f.) is a Cauchy sequence
of B(S). Then

VE > O, ]nE E N, Vm l nE, Vn l nE:
il fn - fm 11< E•
(1) Let x E S be given. Then, for the sequence (fn(x)),
lfn(x) - fm(x)1 l$l sup lfn(x') - fm(x')1 =ll fn - fm ll '

x'ES
Thus, the sequence (f.(x)) is a Cauchy sequence in R. Also, since the set of real numbers
is complete, the sequence (f.(x)) converges to a limit point f(x). Thus, we may have the
function f:S -> R.
(2) Next we will prove that

lim 11 fn-f11=O•
n-ÅÄ oo
Let E> O be given. We may choose n, such that

Vm l nE, Vn l nE:
11 fn - fm Ell< i'
Vm }l nE, Vn ll ne:

lfn(x)'f(x)1 S lfn(x)'fm(x)I+lfm(x)-f(x)l
S II fn-fm ll +lfm(x)-f(x)I
s g+"+If.(x)-f(x)l.

Also, we can c hoose m 2 n , such that

lf.(x) - f(x)1 E
iS 2•
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Thus, VE > O, ]nc E N, Vn llll nE:

11 fn -- f 11< E•
(3) We will show that f:S -> R is bounded and continuous. Let E > O be given. Then,
for E > O, there exists n, such that for any n l nE,

c s,fn E B(S)•
il f- fn 11<
Also choose 6 such that for y E B(x;6),

lfn (x) - fn (y)l $ g•
Then, for any y E B(x;6),

lf(x)-f(y)l S lf(x)--fn(x)l+lfn(x)-fn(y)l+lfn(Y)-f(Y)l
S 211f-fn ll +lfn(X)-fn(Y)lSE•

Q. E. D.
Theorem 8 :Suppose that S is contained in Ri, B(S) is a set of all bounded junctions
f:S . R with the siLp norm. Also, let A:B(S) - B(S) be given by

(1) SiLppose that g,h E B(S) and g(x) 5 h(x) for any x E S. Then for any x E S:
(Ag)(x) S (Ah)(x).

(2) ThereexistsaE(O,1)suchthatforanygEB(S),foranyc21OandforanyxES,
(A(g + c))(x) S (Ag)(x) + ctzc.
Then, A:B(S) -> B(S) satisfies the following condition.
]cv E (o,i), v(g, h) E B(s) Å~ B(s):

d(A(g),A(h)) S ord(g, h).

Proof: For any g,hE B(S) and for any xe S,

g(x) - h(x) ;Sll g - h ll,
that is,

g(x) :S h(x)+ ll g-h 11•
Thus, for any x E S,
(Ag)(x) $ (A(h+ 11 g - h ll))(x) S (Ah)(x) + dv Il g - h ll •
Similarly,

(Ah)(x) S (Ag)(x) + or ll g - h 11•
Thus, for any x E S,

-dv 11 g- h llS Ah(x) - Ag(x) S a 11 g-h Il•
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Therefore, for any x E S,

IAh(x) - Ag(x)1 $ a Il g-h 11•

Thus
11 Ag - Ah llS af 11 g-h ll•
Hence, A: B(S) - B(S) satisfies the following condition
lor E (O,1), V(g,h) E B(s) Å~ B(s):

d(A(g),A(h)) 5 cvd(g,h).

Q. E. D.

3.2 ExistenceofOptimalGrowthPaths
In this subsection, by following the argument of Stokey and Lucas (2001), we deal with
the existence problem in the discrete model. Let k be the economic state variable. Then
we define some notation. S =the set of possible values for the economic state variable k.
T(k) =the set of all feasible values of S from k through feasible transformation.
Definition 9 : Given leo E S, (kt) is said to be a feasible growth path from ko if

(1) ko=ko,
(2) kt+iET(kt)(fort==O,1,•••).
Here, we denote F(ko) for the set of all feasible growth paths from ko.

Definition 10 : For any t, we denote V(x,y,t) for the utility obtained by the transformation from x to y.

We introduce the following assumption.

Assumption 1 :

(1) SisasiLbsetofR".
(2) For any k E S, T(k) is nonempty and compact. Also, the correspondence T(k):S ->
S is continlLolLs.

(3) For any t, V(x,y,t) = 6`v(x,y), ivhere O < 6 < 1. Also, v(x,y):S Å~ S - IR is
bounded and continuozes.
In this section, we deal with the following problem.

n
sup .ILm..26`v(kt,kt+i)
t=o
subject to (kt) E F(ko).
In this case, however, we may show that for any ko E S and for any (kt) E F(ko),

n

.1!M,., 2 6`V(k`,kt+i)

t =o
is finite.

We introduce some concepts.
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Definition 11 :

(1) GivenleoES,for(kt)EF(ko),
n

w((kt)) = .lll/g. 2 6tv(kt, kt+i)

t==o
where w((kt)) is finite. Given ko, we denote w:F(ko) - R.

(2) Civenko,wedefinethefunctionW(leo):S-Rby
W(ko) = sup w((kt)) over (let) E F(leo).
In this case, if U(le) : S . R is a solution ofthe functional equation, then it is the supremum
function, too.

Definition 12 : For U(le) E B(S),

(1) h(le)=sup.,.(k){v(le,y)+6U(y)}.

(2) G(k)-={ylyET(k),h(k)-v(k,y)+6U(y)},
(3) U(k):S - R is said to be a solution of the functional equation of it satisfles

U(k)= sup {v(k,y)+6U(y)}.
yET(IC)
Lemma 9 : G(k) is ttpper hemi-continuons and h(k) is continiLous.
Proof For any k E S, G(k) is nonempty and G(k) c T(le). Also, since T(k) is compact,
G(k) is bounded. Suppose that (y.) is a converging sequence in G(k). Let the limit be y.
Since T(k) is compact, y E T(le). Also, for any n E IV,

V(k, Yn) + iU(Yn) = h(k)•
Let k be given. Since v(k,y) + 6U(y) : S . R is continuous, v(k,y) + 6U(y) = h(le).
Thus, y E G(le). Therefore, G(k) is closed. Next, we wish to show that G(k) is upper
hemi-continuous. For any le E S, Iet (k.) be any sequence of S converging to k. Choose
any sequence (y.) such that

Yn E G(kn)•
Since T(k) is a continuous correspondence, T(k) is upper hemi-continuous, there exists a
subsequence (y.,) of (y.) converging to y E T(k). Also, let z E T(k). Since T(k) is lower
hemi-continuous, there exists (z.,) converging to z such that zn, E T(kn,). Thus,

V(kni7Yni) + 6U(Yni) ll V(leni,Zni) + 6U(Zni)•
Since v(k, y) + 6U(y):S Å~ S . R is continuous,

v(k, y) + 6U(y) l v(le, z) + iU(z).
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Thus, for any z E T(k),

v(k, y) + 6U(y) l v(k, z) + 6U(z).
Therefore, y E G(ic). Hence, G(k) is upper hemi-continuous.
Let k be given. Also, take any sequence (k.) of S converging to k and choose yn E T(kn).
In this case,

.S."P. h(kn) l} h(lem) ll "2nf. h(kn)•

Define
ho = .ILM.. E."P. h(kn)) hi = "Lm.. "2"mf h(len)•
Thus, there exist subsequences yA, E T(k",), yA', E T(kA',) of (y.) such that

ho - lim{v(k",,yA,) + 6U(yA,)}, hi - lim{v(kA',,yh',) + 6U(yA',)}•
Furthermore, since G(k) is upper hemi-continuous, we may choose a subsequence (k.), (g.)
of (ka), (yh) and (ka'), (ya') such that

lim g. = y,yE T(k).
Thus,

ho = h(k,y) = hi.

Q. E. D.
Definition 13 : For the supremum function W(k) E B(S),

(1) iL(k) =sup.,.(k){v(k,y)+6VV(y)}.

(2) G(k)-={ylyET(k),A(le)-v(k,y)+6VV(y)}.
Theorem 9 : There exists the siLpremum function W(k):S - R and the optimal path of
the above problem.

Proof It is suMcient for us to show that there exists VV(k):S - R such that

W(le)= sup {v(k,y)+6W(y)}.
yET(k)
We proceed to show the existence of W(k):S . R of the above functional equation in
the space B(S) of bounded continuous functions with sup norm. For any bounded continuous

function g:S --> R, we define the correspondence T:B(S) - B(S) by

(Tg)(k)= max {v(k,y)+6g(y)}.
yET(k)
(1) For any g E B(S), there exists B > O such that for any (k, y) E S Å~ S,

-B < v(k, y) + 6g(y) < B.
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Thus, for any k E S,

{v(k,y)
+ 6g(y)} < B.
-B<(Tg)(k)=
max

yET(k)

Therefore, (Tg)(k) is bounded.
(2) Also, by the above lemma, (Tg)(le):S -+ R is continuous. Thus, T:B(S) ---> B(S).
(3) Suppose that g,f E B(S) and g(k) ;S f(x) for any k E S. Then, given k' E S, for
any y E T(k'),
v(k', y) + 6g(y) S v(k', y) + 6f(y).
Thus, for any k' E S,

Tg(k')= max {v(k',y)+6g(y)}5 max {v(k',y)+6f(y)}=Tf(k').
yET(kt)

yET(k')

Also, for any k' E S and for any a ll O,

(T(g+a))(k')== max {v(le',y)+6(g(y)+a)}= max {v(k',y)+6g(y)}+6a=Tg(k')+6a.
ycT(k')
yET(k')
Thus, T satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8. Also, as shown in the above lemma, B(S) is
a Banach space. Therefore, there exists a fixed point W E B(S).

Q. E. D.
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